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For the regression model whose linear functional of unknown parameters is
estimable, the existence of an E-optimal design for supplementary experiments on
the set of all design matrices whose Euclid norm does not exceed a given constant
is obtained. The E-optimal designs for supplementary experiments are found in
some reasonable regions by spectral decomposition of a matrix. Also, the relation-
ship between the E-optimal design for supplementary experiments and the E-opti-
mal design is obtained. A simple numerical example is given to illustrate the
procedure for finding the E-optimal design matrices of supplementary experi -
ments. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe pioneering work of Smith 7 introduced the first formal definition
of design optimality. Optimum design theory was extensively studied in
w x w xgeneral terms by many authors such as Kiefer 4, 5 , Fedorov 2, 3 , and
w x w xPukelsheim 6 . Chow 1 showed that A-optimal designs for supplemen-
tary experiments could be found by the eigenvalue method.
In practical situations we may encounter the following problem. Under
present production conditions we may design a set of experimental data,
then obtain the corresponding results of the experimental data. However,
after examining the results we may find that the design is not entirely
satisfactory. At this time we may give up the original experimental designs
and consider other designs and more experimentations. If the costs of the
experiments are not very expensive and the time spent on the experiments
is not too long, it may be possible to design a set of completely new
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experiments. But if the expenditure of the experiments is high and the
experiments need much time, we hope that, by retaining the original
experimental data, supplementing some additional experiments, and com-
bining the additional and original experiments together, we will get ideal
results. These additional experiments may be called the supplementary
experiments.
As a matter of fact, two problems are put forward in the preceding
passage.
Problem 1. What experiments should we add so that the result becomes
the optimal?
Problem 2. What are the criteria of optimal designs for the supplemen-
tary experiments?
Finding the E-optimal designs for supplementary experiments is the aim
of this paper.
Hence, we see that research into optimal designs for supplementary
experiments is worthy and meaningful both in theory and in practice.
2. MODELS AND CRITERION OF E-OPTIMAL DESIGNS
FOR SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTS
Suppose that n is the number of experiments that were finished by us, y
is an n = 1 vector of the experimental results, R is the design matrix of
order n = k, and b is the unknown parameter which is a k = 1 vector.
That is to say, after finishing the n experiments we consider a linear model
E y s Rb , V y s s 2I , rank R s k , 2.1 .  .  .  .n
 .  .where E y and V y are the expectation and covariance matrices of y,
respectively, s 2 is a constant, and I is an n = n unit matrix. Since R isn
an n = k matrix of rank k, b is estimable. The unbiased estimate of the
parameter b is
y1Ãb s R9R R9y ; .
its covariance matrix is
y12ÃV b s s R9R , . .
where R9 is the transpose of R.
To increase the accuracy of b or a 9b or A9b , where a is a k = 1
.vector and A is a k = h matrix , we will supplement some experiments.
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Let a group of supplementary experiments have a design matrix X of
order m = k, and let the result of the supplementary experiments be z,
which is an m = 1 vector. Then we have
E z s Xb , V z s s 2I . 2.2 .  .  .m
Therefore, we consider the model
R Ry y 2E s b , V s s I , rank s k , 2.3 .nqm /  / /  /z zX X
where I is a unit matrix of order n q m.nqm
The problem now is how to find a supplementary design matrix X such
 .that it maximizes the accuracy of b or a 9b or A9b .
 .  .For model 2.3 , rank R9, X 9 s k; hence, b is estimable. The least
squares estimate of b is
y12Ãb s s R9R q X 9X R9y q X 9z . .  .c
ÃThe covariance matrix of b isc
y12ÃV b s s R9R q X 9X . . .c
If we consider A9b , the functional of unknown parameters, then
$ y12V A9b s s A9 R9R q X 9X A. . .c
 .Let X be the allowable or feasible range of the design matrices for
supplementary experiments, and let A9b be the functional of unknown
parameters. Then the criterion of the E-optimal designs for supplementary
experiments is as follows.
DEFINITION 2.1. If X# is an element in X such that the maximal
 X .y1eigenvalue of the matrix A9 R9R q X# X# A is minimum on X, then
X# is called the E-optimal design for supplementary experiments on X.
3. THE EXISTENCE THEOREM OF E-OPTIMAL DESIGNS
FOR SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTS
Let M be the set of all k = k real matrices and let R be the set of all1
real numbers. Define the operations of addition ``q'' and multiplication
 .  .  .  .  .``?'' as a q b s a q b and a a s aa , respectively, wherei j i j i j i j i j i j
 .  .a , b g M and a g R . Then M is a linear space. Leti j i j 1
5 5 < <A s sup A9x , y , 3.1 .  .2
x , ygR k
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  . 5 5 4where A g M, R s x: x9 s x , . . . , x , x s 1 , and x9 is the trans-k 1 k
5 5pose of vector x. Then A is a norm defined on M, and M is a linear2
 4normed space. Let M s A: A is a k = k symmetric real matrix , and let1
5 5the symbols R , ``q,'' ``?,'' and in the space M be the same as those21 1
 .in the space M. Then M is a linear subspace of M with norm 3.1 . If A,1
5 5B g M , then A is the maximum absolute value of eigenvalues of21
matrix A, and
5 5 5 5 5 5 < 5 5 5 5 < 5 5AB F A B , A y B F A y B .2 2 2 2 2 2
 .y1Let E s A9 R9R q X 9X A. Then E G 0, and the eigenvalues of E are
nonnegative.
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a k = h gi¨ en matrix, Rank A s h F k, R an
n = k gi¨ en matrix,
5 5 4X s X : X 9X F q , q is a constant, X is an m = k matrix ,21
y1XE s A9 R9R q X X A , X g X , i s 1, 2. .i i i i 1
Then
< 5 5 5 5 < 5 5 5 X X 5E y E F E y E F t X X y X X , 3.2 .2 2 2 21 2 1 2 2 2 1 1
where t is a constant.
< 5 5 5 5 < 5 5Proof. E y E F E y E2 2 21 2 1 2
y1 y1X X5 5 5 5E y E s A9 R9R q X X A y A9 R9R q X X A .  .2 21 2 1 1 2 2
y1 y1X Xs A9 R9R q X X y R9R q X X A . .  .1 1 2 2 2
For an m = n matrix F and an n = m matrix H, FH and HF have the
same nonzero eigenvalues. Hence, they have the same dominant eigenval-
ues. Therefore,
y1 y1X XA9 R9R q X X y R9R q X X A .  .1 1 2 2 2
y1 y1X Xs AA9 R9R q X X y R9R q X X .  .1 1 2 2 2
y1 y1X X5 5 5 5F AA9 R9R q X X y R9R q X X .  .2 21 1 2 2
y1 y1X X X X5 5 5 5w xs AA9 R9R q X X X X y X X R9R q X X .  .2 21 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
y1 y1X X X X5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F AA9 R9RqX X X X yX X R9RqX X . .  .2 2 2 21 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .The symbol l H denotes the smallest eigenvalue of a matrix H. Since As
5 5 5 .y1 5and R are two given matrices, AA9 and R9R are two constants,2 2
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denoted by a and r, respectively. Then
y1y1X X5 5R9R q X X s l R9R q X X .  .2i i s i i
y1XF l R9R q l X X .  .s s i i
y1 y15 5F l R9R s R9R s r , i s 1, 2. .  . 2s
Therefore,
y1 y1X X X X5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5AA9 R9R q X X X X y X X R9R q X X .  .2 2 2 21 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
5 X X 5F t X X y X X ,22 2 1 1
where t s ar 2. The proof of Lemma 2.1 is completed.
 4Let X s X : X is an m = k real matrix , and let the symbols R , ``q,''2 1
and ``.'' in the space X be the same as those in the space M. If the norm2
 .of X s x g X is the Euclidean normi j 2
1r2m k
25 5X s x , F i j /is1 js1
then X is a linear normed space. Note that the Euclidean norm is suitable2
for any matrix.
In the space X , the distance between two elements is defined by2
 . 5 5  .r X , X s X y X , where X , X g X . If r X, X ª 0, whereF1 2 1 2 1 2 2 0
X is a fixed matrix, then we say that X is the limit of X, and denote it by0 0
the symbol X ª X , where X, X g X.0 0
5 X X 5 5 5LEMMA 3.2. X X y X X F s X y X , where X , X g X ,F F2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2
5 5X F c, i s 1, 2, and s and c are constants.Fi
Proof. Since
X X X y X X X s X y X 9 X y X q X y X 9X .  .  .2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
q X X X y X , .1 2 1
5 X X 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5X X y X X F X y X q 2 X y X X .F F F F2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1
5 5By X y X F 2c and s s 4c, we have the result of Lemma 3.2.F2 1
5 X X 5 5 X X 5LEMMA 3.3. X X y X X F e X X y X X , where X , X g2 F2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2
X and e is a constant.2
X X   . 5 5Proof. Let X X y X X s S and R s x: x9 s x , . . . , x , x sF2 2 1 1 k 1 k
41 . Then
< < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5S x , y F S x y F S x y , where x , y g R . . F F F F F k
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Thus,
5 5 < < 5 5S s sup S x , y F S . .2 F
x , ygR k
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is completed.
LEMMA 3.4. Let
5 5 4X s X : X is an m = k matrix, X F p , p is a gi¨ en constant ,F
5 5 4X s X : X is an m = k matrix, X 9X F q , q is a fixed constant .F3
Then X > X if q s kp2.3
 .  .Proof. Let X s x , . . . , x s x g X, where x is an m = 1 vector1 k i j i
and x is the element of X, i s 1, . . . , m, j s 1, . . . , k. Theni j
1r2m k
X25 5X s x F p , X 9X s x x , . F i j i j /is1 js1
m
2X 2 25 5x x s x F X F p , Fj j i j
is1
< X < 2 < < 2 4x x s x , x F x , x x , x F p , .  .  .j h j h j j h h
1r2k
2X 25 5X 9X s x x F kp . .F j h /j, hs1
2 5 5Let q s kp . Then X 9X F q, that is, X g X . The proof of Lemma 3.4F 3
is completed.
 .THEOREM 3.1. If A is a k = h matrix, rank A s h, R is an n = k
 .  .matrix, rank R s k, X is an m = k matrix, rank R9, X 9 s k, and
5 5 4X s X : X is an m = k matrix, X F p , p is a gi¨ en constant ,F
then there exists a matrix X# g X such that the maximal eigen¨alue of the
 X .y1matrix A9 R9R q X# X# A is smallest on X. In other words, an E-optimal
 .design of supplementary experiments for model 2.3 exists on X.
 .y1Proof. Let E s A9 R9R q X 9X A. Using Lemmas 3.1 to 3.4, we
5 5obtain that E , the functional of X, is continuous on the bounded2
5 5  .closed set X F p in fact, a closed sphere in the mk dimension space .F
5 5 5 5Hence, E has its smallest value on the closed sphere X F p. The2 F
proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed.
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Finally, we have to note that the result in Theorem 3.1 may fail if X is
 .  .  .not in a bounded region. For example, let A s 1 , R s 1 , X s x be
three 1 = 1 matrices. Then
y1 2A9 R9R q X 9X A s 1r 1 q x , .  .
 2 .  .y1  2 .and 1r 1 q x is the eigenvalue of A9 R9R q X 9X A; 1r 1 q x has
 2 . < <no smallest value in R , but 1r 1 q x has a smallest value on x F P1
 .constant .
4. E-OPTIMAL DESIGN MATRICES FOR
SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTS
 .THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the linear model is 2.3 , X is the allowable
region of design matrices for supplementary experiments, X# g X, A is a
k = k orthogonal matrix, R9R s bI , where b is a constant, and I is a k = kk k
unit matrix. Then X# is an E-optimal design of supplementary experiments on
 .X for model 2.3 if and only if X# is an E-optimal design on X for model
 .2.2 .
Proof. X# is an E-optimal design of supplementary experiments on X
 .for model 2.3 :
 X .y1m the maximal eigenvalue of A9 bI q X# X# A is minimum onk
X,
y1 X . y1m the minimum eigenvalue of A bI q X# X# A9 is maxi-k
mum on X.
y1 X . y1Let l , . . . , l be the eigenvalues of A bI q X# X# A9 , and let1 k k
y1 X . y1n , . . . , n be the eigenvalues of A X# X# A9 . Since1 k
< y1 X y1 <A bI q X# X# A9 y l I .k i k
< y1 X y1 <s A X# X# A9 y l y b I .  .i k
s 0, m s l y b , i s 1, . . . , k ,i i
we have
y1 X . y1The minimum eigenvalue of A bI q X# X# A9 is the maximumk
on X:
y1 X . y1m the minimum eigenvalue of A X# X# A9 is maximum on
X,
 .m X# is an E-optimal design on X for model 2.2 .
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed.
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 .We now consider the model 2.3 and the linear function a 9b of the
unknown parameters, where a is a k = 1 vector and b is a k = 1 vector
of unknown parameters. Using the formula
y1y1 y1 y1 y1 y1F y HK s F q F H I y KF H KF , .  .
we have
y1
a 9 R9R q X 9X a .
y1y1 y1 y1 y1sa 9 R9R aya 9 R9R X 9 IqX R9R X 9 X R9R a . .  .  .  . .
 .y1Since a 9 R9R q X 9X a is a scaler, E-, U-, A-, and D-optimal all
 .y1minimize a 9 R9R q X 9X a for X, that is, maximize
y1y1 y1 y1
a 9 R9R X 9 I q X R9R X 9 X R9R a .  .  . .
for X.
 .THEOREM 4.2. If the linear model is 2.3 , X is the allowable region of
design matrices for supplementary experiments, a 9b is the linear function of
unknown parameter b , where a and b are k = 1 ¨ectors, and X# is a design
matrix in X that satisfies the following conditions:
 .  .y1 Xa X# R9R X# s bI rm, where b is a constant and I is anm m
m = m unit matrix,
 .  .y1 X  .y1b a 9 R9R X# X# R9R a is the maximum ¨alue of the function
 .y1  .y1a 9 R9R X 9X R9R a on X,
then X# is the E-, U-, A-, and D-optimal design of supplementary experiments
 5  .y1 .y1 5 4  .on X s X : X R9R X 9 F mrb for model 2.3 .2
 .y1Proof. Let l , . . . , l be the eigenvalues of X R9R X 9. Since1 m
 .y1X R9R X 9 G 0, there exists an m = m orthogonal matrix P such that
y1PX R9R X 9P9 s diag l , . . . , l , X g X. .  .1 m
Without loss of generality, we may assume that l G l G ??? G l G 0.1 2 m
Hence,
y1y1 y1 y1
a 9 R9R X 9 I q X R9R X 9 X R9R a .  .  . .
y1y1 y1s a 9 R9R X 9 I q P9diag l , . . . , l P X R9R a .  .  . .1 m
y1 y1 y1 y1s a 9 R9R X 9P9diag 1ql , . . . , 1ql PX R9R a . .  .  .  . .1 m
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 .y1  .Let q s PX R9R a and denote it by q , . . . , q 9. We have1 m
y1y1 y1 y1
a 9 R9R X 9 I q X R9R X 9 X R9R a .  .  . .
y1 y1s q9diag 1 q l , . . . , 1 q l q .  . .1 m
m m
y1 y12 2F q 1 q l F 1 q l q .  . i i m i
is1 is1
y1 y1 y1s 1 q l a 9 R9R X 9X R9R a .  .  .m
y1 y1 y1XF 1 q brm a 9 R9R X# X# R9R a , X g X, .  .  .
y1y1 y1 y1X Xa 9 R9R X# I q X# R9R X# X# R9R a .  .  . .
y1y1 y1Xs a 9 R9R X# 1 q brm I X# R9R a .  .  . .m
y1 y1 y1Xs 1 q brm a 9 R9R X# X# R9R a , .  .  .
 .y1 Xwhere brm is the m repeated eigenvalue of X# R9R X#. The proof of
Theorem 4.2 is completed.
 .THEOREM 4.3. Assume that the linear model is 2.3 , a 9b is the linear
function of an unknown parameter b , where a and b are k = 1 ¨ectors,
y1 y1
X s X : tr X R9R X 9 s b , rank X R9R X 9 s m , .  . .
y1y1X R9R X 9 F mrb , . 52
and the spectral decomposition of matrix R9R is
k
XR9R s m f f . i i i
is1
Let
b
x s f m , i s 1, . . . , k ,( i. i im
X# s x , . . . , x 9. .1. m.
 .y1 X  .y1If a 9 R9R X# X# R9R a is the maximum ¨alue of the function
 .y1  .y1 Xa 9 R9R X 9X R9R a on X, then X# is the E-, U-, A-, and D-optimal
 .design of supplementary experiments on X for model 2.3 .
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Proof. Consider the spectral decomposition of R9R, that is,
k
XR9R s m f f , i i i
is1
where m , . . . , m are the eigenvalues of the matrix R9R corresponding to1 k
the orthonormal eigenvectors f , . . . , f , respectively. Hence,1 k
k
y1 Xy1R9R s m f f . .  i i i
is1
When m F k, we take
b
x s f m , i s 1, . . . , m ,( i. i im
X# s x , . . . , x 9. .1. m.
Therefore,
k
y1X X Xy1x R9R x s x m f f x .  i.  j.  i. t t t  j. /
ts1
b¡k b , i s j,X Xy1 ~s m m m f f f f s m’ t i j i t t jm ¢ts1 0, i / j,
bImy1 XX# R9R X# s , .
m
y1 y1X Xtr X# R9R X# s b and rank X# R9R X# s m; .  . .  .
hence, X# g X. By Theorem 4.2 we have the result of Theorem 4.3.
5. EXAMPLE
Let
b11 1 1 1 1
b21 y1 y1 1 1R s , b s , a s ,y1 1 y1 1 b 13 0  0 0y1 y1 1 1 1b4
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 .and let X s x9 s x , x , x , x . Then1 2 3 4
1y1R9R s I , . 44
1 1y1 2 2 2 2X R9R X 9 s x9x s x q x q x q x , .  .1 2 3 44 4
1 1y1X R9R a 9 s x9a s x q x q x q x , .  .1 2 3 44 4
y1  4X s X : 0.5 F X R9R X 9 F 1 s x9: 2 F x9x - 4 , . 4
y1y1 y1 y1f x s a 9 R9R X 9 I q X R9R X 9 X R9R a .  .  .  .
2y11 1 1 1 a 9x .
s a 9x 1 q x9x x9a s ,
4 4 4 4 4 q x9x
2df 1 2 a 9x a 4 q x9x y a 9x 2 x .  .  .
s 2dx 4 4 q x9x .
a 9x 4 q x9x a y x a 9x .  .
s .22 4 q x9x .
Let dfrdx s 0. We have
a9x s 0 or 4 q x9x a y x a 9x s 0. .  .
 .  .The equation 4 q x9x a y x a 9x s 0 is equivalent to the equations
4 q x9x a y x a 9x s 0, i s 1, 2, 3, 4, .  .i
in that they have no solution. When a 9x s 0, f s 0 is the absolute
 .minimum of f X .
 .Let x s x k, where k9 s 1, k , k , k is a constant vector. Then1 2 3 4
2 2 21 a 9x k a 9k x .  .  .1 1
f x k9 s s .1 24 4 q x k9x k 4 4 q k9kx1 1 1
2
a 9k 4 .
s 1 y .24k9k 4 q k9kx1
 . < <Hence, f x k9 increases as x increases; the absolute maximum value of1 1
 .f X on the region X will occur on x9x s 4 which is the boundary of X.
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 .On the boundary x9x s 4, the function f X becomes
21 a 9x .
g X s f X s .  . X 9 Xs4 4 4 q x9x
x 9 xs4
1 2
2 2 2’s x q x q x q 4 y x y x y x ,1 2 3 1 2 332
2 2 2’x q x q x " 4 y x y x y x­ g 1 2 3 1 2 3s
2 2 2­ x ’16 4 y x y x y xi 1 2 3
2 2 2’= 4 y x y x y x . x , i s 1, 2, 3. /1 2 3 i
 .Let the partial derivatives of g X with respect to x , x , and x be zero.1 2 3
We have a 9x s 0 and x s "a . When a 9x s 0, g s 0 is the absolute
 .  .  .minimum of g X . Therefore, g X and f X have the same absolute
 .maximum f "a 9 s 0.5, that is, X# s "a are the E-, A-, U-, and
D-optimal designs of the supplementary experiments for the given model
and the function of the unknown parameter b on X. Note that both a and
ya are the eigenvalues of the matrix R9R shown in Theorem 4.3. The
example is completed.
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